HRAS BRIEFING NOTE

Legal and Policy Matters Arising from the Increased Criminalisation of Civil Society Search and Rescue Activities in the Mediterranean
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1. Introduction

In 2016, the UK-based independent maritime human rights charity, Human Rights at Sea, issued a voluntary advisory publication entitled: ‘Awareness of Criminalisation for Volunteer Maritime Rescuers,’ in response to the then perceived and emerging threat by some European Union Member States to criminalise civil society rescuers, who undertook what they perceived as lawful and necessary humanitarian relief work both at sea, and in adjoining coastal zones. This reflected the issue of everyday people, invariably as EU citizens, who voluntarily assisted in the humanitarian rescue of people in distress in and along the Central and Eastern Mediterranean Sea routes. In 2016, there was a very real perception of the threat that they might face the risk of being individually criminalised “for their actions in terms of being subject to existing European legislation previously established to combat people smuggling”

Three years later in 2019, this threat has become a reality, which, at the time of writing, is directly related to the EU’s collective stance towards migration, both forced and voluntary from States and regions outside of the EU borders. As a result, there has been a number of incidents regarding the arrest of humanitarian Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) vessels in Italy, with the claim that they conducted search and rescue (SAR) operations in violation of international law, as well as the arrest and detention of young humanitarians in Greece on charges of human smuggling.

---


2 The central Mediterranean route is the one that connects Europe to Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean route is the one that connects Middle East to Europe in the Aegean Sea.


2. Fears of Criminalisation Materialised: The Facts

2.1 The Seizure & Detention of the Spanish NGO Proactiva Open Arms Rescue Vessel and the German NGO Jugend Rettet Vessel ‘Iuventa’

The fears of criminalisation of civil society SAR NGOs’ have regretfully now materialised. The seizure of NGO Pro Activa Open-Arms rescue vessel is the most recent example.

In March 2019, the rescuers of the Spanish NGO, Proactiva Open Arms, declined to follow the Italian Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre’s (MRCC) instructions to return rescued migrants back to the Libyan forces. The reason for doing so was based on documented reports that migrants who are returned to Libya are subject to human rights abuses. In fact, a detailed independent Report issued by the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) reports that asylum seekers, refugees and other migrants intercepted by the Libyan coast guard ‘face indefinite detention and frequent torture and other ill-treatment in centres unfit for human habitation’. The detainees are subject to serious human rights violations, as ‘lack of adequate healthcare, and disturbing accounts of violence by guards, including beatings, whippings, and use of electric shocks’ have been reported by Human Rights Watch. It should also be mentioned that children are not excluded from these practices.

In light of such evidence, the members of Proactivas Open Arms rescue ship did not follow Italian authorities’ instructions. This disobedience resulted in a legal case being brought against Proactiva in Italy, with the Italian Prosecutor charging the crew members on board of ‘enabling illegal immigration’.

Approximately one month after charges were raised, the Spanish NGO ship was released, but it was found to be damaged due to weather conditions during the period of its confiscation. To add to that, the prosecutor, Carmello Zuccaro, still had to investigate whether the crew members should be brought to trial for their alleged crimes. Unfortunately, the seizure of Proactiva Open Arms by Italian authorities was not the first incident of criminalising the SAR operations in the Central Mediterranean Route.

In August 2017, Italian authorities impounded a boat owned by the German NGO Jugend Rettet, the ‘Iuventa’, in the port of the island of Lampedusa with the charges of ‘contacting Libyan smugglers’ and allegedly aiding illegal immigration from Libya. The Italian Prosecutor noticed that this was not a case of rescuing, but one of smuggling instead. The Italian authorities instructed that the rescued migrants should ‘be taken to shore’ and then the police interrogated the crew.

Yet, it has to be underlined that no evidence of Jugend Rettet receiving any monetary payments from smugglers was found. On the contrary, the German NGO explicitly stated that their SAR operations in the Mediterranean purely followed the humanitarian principles of maritime law. In the absence of disclosed evidence, the allegations by the Prosecutor are unsubstantiated and otherwise false.

---

6 The term migrant is used here in all-encompassing manner, including the asylum seeker, the refugee, the individual in need of subsidiary protection and the economic migrant. Having said this, as a matter of international law, the legal status of the rescued person is irrelevant to the legal duty to save a life in distress at sea.


8 Ibid.
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2.2 The De-flagging of M/V Aquarius

The current general stance of the European states against SAR operations culminated in the de-flagging of the M/V Aquarius Dignitus (IMO No. 7600574) ("Aquarius"). The Aquarius was a special purpose vessel chartered from Jasmund Shipping by the civil society non-governmental organisation (NGO) SOS Méditerranée (charterers), and operated in partnership with the Amsterdam-based branch of Médecins Sans Frontières ("MSF"). It had been operating in the Central Mediterranean since February 2016 and it has been estimated that 'Aquarius assisted more than 29,000 people in distress at sea'.

Aquarius was, for a period, the only rescue vessel operating in the Central Mediterranean, until its de-flagging first by Gibraltar Maritime Authority (GMA) which it was argued it was a voluntary request by the charterers, and then by Panama Maritime Authority (PMA) following political pressure from Italy. It should be noted that the Aquarius incident is not a case of criminalisation, rather a case that appears to be one of commercial flag States being subject to political interference and pressure from an EU Member State. Nonetheless, the Aquarius was forced to stop SAR operations, and it has since been handed back by the charterers to the owner.

Meantime, the virtual absence of NGO civil society SAR vessels operating in the Central Mediterranean translates to more endangered lives at sea as highlighted by UNHCR in its December 2018 Desperate Journeys Report, which highlighted that ‘an estimated 2,275 people perished in the Mediterranean in 2018 - an average of six deaths every day’.

2.3 Individual Rescuers’ Criminalisation Saving Migrants’ Lives at Sea

Apart from the civil society-led humanitarian NGO vessels, individuals also face charges of aiding and abetting illegal migration and human smuggling. A recent worrying incident has taken place in Greece on the island of Lesvos, where two young humanitarians, Miss Sarah Mardini, a refugee from Syria, and Mr. Sean Binder, an Irish national were accused of inter alia, human trafficking in an effort to criminalise humanitarian activism on behalf of refugees and migrants in Greece. They faced charges of money laundering and espionage according to Article 148 of the Greek Penal Code. They were accused for having violated Law 4251 of 2014, although those provisions do not apply to those who assist asylum seekers. Therefore, the charges were effectively unfounded in Greek law.

In addition to human trafficking, the pair was accused of being volunteers in a Greek not-for-profit organization, called ERCI. ERCI was deemed to be a criminal organization by the Greek authorities under Article 187 of the Greek Penal Code, and had to put its humanitarian operations to an end due to the detention of Mardini, Binder and one of their employees, Mr Karakitsos. After spending more than three months in jail, Sarah Mardini was finally released from Korydallos prison in Athens, while Sean Binder was released from imprisonment on the island of Chios.

In terms of the same circumstances, the active criminalisation of individuals in Greece who participate in civil society SAR operations in the Central Mediterranean, shows that Greece appears to be following a similar political and legal strategy to that of Italy in an effort to criminalise those people who volunteer to preserve the fundamental human right to life.
The so-called ‘migrant and refugee crisis’ which arose in Europe in 2015 has had as an effect the heavily politicising of migration and forced displacement related movements. This is evident in the overall negative stance of Mediterranean coastal States towards those individuals arriving at their shores onboard SAR NGOs vessels.

Italy, which since 2015 has witnessed 478,172 arrivals of migrants is faced with increased internal political pressure reflected in the rise of far-right and populist anti-migrant politics, as well as in a harsher legal stance towards the civil society SAR NGOs operating in the Central Mediterranean Sea.

The previous Interior Minister, Marco Minniti, was a supporter of the cooperation with Libya regarding the issue of migrant flows in Italian shores. To be more specific, in 2017, addressing the Council of Ministers, he presented the “Measures to support Italy, reduce pressure along the Central Mediterranean route and increase solidarity.” This plan became known as ‘Minniti Law’, and in reality, the aim was to restrict the SAR operations in the Central Mediterranean ultimately seeking to reduce the number of arrivals in Italy.

Likewise, his successor, the right-wing Matteo Salvini adopted an anti-immigration stance, in an effort to protect Italian borders, as he declared. One observes that the issue of migration is strategically linked to wider security and border related matters. It was under Salvini that the Aquarius was forbidden from entering Italy in June 2018, whilst carrying 629 rescued on board. To add to this, Salvini threatened that any disembarkation of the rescued in Italy would follow their immediate return back to Libya, despite UN reports documenting human rights violations and even torture.

Yet, this hostile stance towards SAR NGOs in the Central Mediterranean is not only Italy’s practice, or sole responsibility. In fact, the lack of meaningful responsibility sharing and solidarity at the EU level has had a direct impact upon Italy’s stance. As it has already been highlighted, the EU, as an institution, and Italy as a Member State, have provided technical and financial support to the Libyan Coast Guard, by equipping them with boats so that in exchange Libya effectively becomes the regional processing center for migrants arriving at Europe. Such practice raises a series of legal concerns both for the EU, as a regional State-led organization, as well as for the individual Member States, which is further discussed in the next section.

In a nutshell, it is obvious that while political games are being played at the expense of vulnerable people, the EU as the powerful main player with a leading Member State, is looking to circumvent international law responsibilities of non-refoulement by attempting to transfer exclusive responsibility for those rescued back to the Libyan authorities.

### 3.1 Sea Watch 3 Case

Most recently and particularly on the 3rd of February 2019, the tide appears to have turned with the dismissing of any potential charges against the migrant rescue ship Sea Watch 3 held in Catania port. The Italian newspaper, The Local, highlighted: ‘It was stated that it had committed no offences when it saved 47 migrants off the coast of Libya and delivered them to Italy. A joint investigation with police had not established any criminal responsibility in the conduct of those running the Sea Watch 3, said a statement from Catania prosecutor Carmelo Zuccaro.’ That said, on 11th February, the vessel remained held alongside in Catania without permission to sail.

Further, at the time of writing, there appears to be a judicial backlash internally against Salvini, when in late January a three-judge panel in Catania, a Sicilian port city, issued a ruling saying Salvini should be prosecuted for his decision to detain for several days 177 asylum-seekers rescued from the Mediterranean Sea.

---
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44 Such practice raises a series of legal concerns both for the EU, as a regional State-led organization, as well as for the individual Member States, which is further discussed in the next section.

45 In a nutshell, it is obvious that while political games are being played at the expense of vulnerable people, the EU as the powerful main player with a leading Member State, is looking to circumvent international law responsibilities of non-refoulement by attempting to transfer exclusive responsibility for those rescued back to the Libyan authorities.
3.2 The EU-funded Libyan Coast Guard

It is noteworthy that the EU, and particularly Italy, have spent a significant amount of money, as well as provided technical and material equipment in order to assist the Government of National Accord in Tripoli ‘to intercept boats leaving Libya and detain those intercepted in detention centers where they face appalling conditions’, as Human Rights Watch comments.48 It goes without saying, that this practice aims at ‘freeing’ Italy’s and European shores from the large numbers of migrants arriving, as well as circumventing the legal responsibility for the rescued.49 It therefore appears that the EU and the Member States have collectively shown a disregard for the legal obligations to shield those seeking protection from abuse by shifting the responsibility to the under-resourced, allegedly corrupt and abusive Libyan Coastguard authorities.

Most notably was the UN action (reported early June 2018) to freeze the assets and impose sanctions on those Libyans involved directly with the Coast Guard, thereby challenging the validity of the EU-funded initiative. As reported in The Guardian Newspaper, Abd Al Rahman al-Milad, who is the head of the EU-funded regional unit of the Libyan coastguard in Zawiyah, has been targeted, as has Ahmad Oumar al-Dabbashi, who is quoted as being “widely seen as central to a deal with the Italian interior ministry last year to control the flow of migrants”.50

Meantime, there is much academic work today exploring the issue of complicity in international law as legal basis for the international responsibility of a State under the ILC Draft Articles on State Responsibility.51 With the EU to have funded and equipped the Libyan Coast Guard to intercept migrants attempting the crossing, in full knowledge of the large-scale human rights violations occurring in Libya,52 the argument that such acts could amount to complicity is extensively explored in academic scholarship. Having said this, it is a complex legal argument to make both in international law, as well as in terms of gathering the degree of the necessary evidence to prove any such allegations, which would be required to be brought at State-level.

4. Instances of Migrants Crossing the English Channel

The Central Mediterranean route is not the only locus of migrants crossing fleeing from their home States, as migrants push further through mainland Europe to its northern shores.

On 27 December 2018, there were reports to Littlestone lifeboat station that there were people in a lifeboat near the coast at Sandgate in Kent.53 There were nine migrants and among them three children. After being located on a beach by a lifeboat crew from Dover and a Coastguard helicopter, they were detained.54 Further, on 21 January 2019, another 23 migrants, who claimed to be Iranian, were located by the UK Border Force in the English Channel.55 After being transferred to Dover and examined by doctors, they were sent to immigration officials for their cases to be investigated.56

These incidents show a recent rise in migration flows this time from France to the United Kingdom. They have been considered by the Immigration Minister, Mrs. Caroline Nokes,57 as ‘deeply concerning.’ Additionally, crossing the English Channel in small boats in the heart of winter constitutes a deliberately risky and life threatening situation facilitated by criminal trafficking gangs operating from the French coastal areas.58

49 ibid.
54 ibid.
56 ibid.
58 ibid.
5. The Legal Framework on SAR Operations & the Effects Criminalisation has on Civil Society Humanitarian Individuals and Humanitarian Organisations

5.1 The Legal Framework

The recent incidents of SAR NGOs criminalisation raise serious concerns from an international law perspective. The issue is complex and therefore requires some understanding.

To start, one could mention that there are two counterforces. On the one hand, the existence of legally-binding international law treaties that protect and promote fundamental human rights, and on the other hand, the various domestic national legislations (both criminal and administrative ones) that may hinder the humanitarian work of NGOs.

The fundamental and undeniable right to life, is affirmed in various international law provisions. First and foremost, it is enshrined in Article 3 of the 1949 Universal Declaration on Human Rights and is further reiterated in Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The right to life of persons under the age of 18 and the obligation of States to guarantee the enjoyment of this right to the maximum extent possible are both specifically recognized in article 6 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. At the EU level, there is the European Convention of Human Rights and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights both respectively providing for the right to life.

In the context of SAR operations, there is a clear international legal framework pertinent to rescue operations, precisely developed in support for the right to life. The starting point here is the 1982 United Nations Convention Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) explicitly providing for the duty to rendering assistance to those in distress at sea by the ‘master of the ship’ as well as the duties of coastal states. The same rationale is also found in the 1979 Safety Of Life At Sea Convention (SOLAS).

The latter obliges States to establish maritime rescue coordination centres (MRCC) and outlines operating procedures to follow in the event of emergencies and during SAR operations. Another legal instrument dealing with the duty of providing assistance ‘to any person in distress at sea’ is the 1979 Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue. To be more specific, chapter 2.1.10 explicitly states that the parties to the Convention ‘shall ensure that assistance be provided to any person in distress at sea’.

Additionally, Article 33 of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees stipulates the principle of non-refoulement, which is considered to be the ‘cornerstone of international refugee law’ and is widely acknowledged by states to be part of customary international law. Pursuant to the prohibition of refoulement, refugees must not be returned to ‘frontiers of the territories’ of the countries where their ‘life or freedom’ might be at risk. Beyond the Refugee Convention, the principle of non-refoulement can be found in a variety of international and regional treaties as well. To name but a few, it is Article 3 in the 1984 Convention against Torture and other Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and Article 3 of the European Convention of Human Rights. Thus, Italy’s return of migrants back to Libya, where it is proved that they might face imminent danger, amounts to refoulement under international law.
5.2 EU Legal Framework to Combat Illegal Immigration, Illegal Employment, Trafficking in Human Beings and the Sexual Exploitation of Children

Regarding the EU Framework of the aforementioned obligation on the duty to render assistance to people in distress at sea one should refer to ‘Facilitation Directive and its accompanying Framework Decision 2002/946/JHA’ both known as “EU Facilitation Package”, which explicitly declares that Member States ‘punish anyone who assists a person to irregularly enter, transit or stay in the territory of a Member State. Member States may, however, refrain from punishment if the aim of enabling the migrant in an irregular situation to enter or transit through the country is to provide that person with humanitarian assistance.’

The above framework notwithstanding, the criminalisation of NGOs and volunteers’ in domestic fora on the basis of the EU Facilitations Directive render their job both harder and risky. In 2018, the European Parliament in an attempt to prevent the criminalisation of SAR operations and humanitarian assistance ‘formulated guidelines’ for its Member States. In addition to this, in many cases NGOs and Volunteers’ SAR operations in the Central Mediterranean have been linked to aiding and abetting illegal entry. All 28 Member States of the EU criminalise smuggling as well as ‘irregular entry’ according to FRA. Again, the main problem lies within the domestic legislation of States, which is not in accordance with article 1(2) of the Facilitate Directive, hence this results in punishment even of those providing humanitarian assistance. Consequently, both NGOs and volunteers face the risk of being criminalised or some of them have indeed been.

5.3 Comment on the effect Criminalisation has on Civil Society Humanitarian Citizens and Humanitarian Organisations

There is a current and worrying trend in some Member States of the EU to criminalise citizens acting as humanitarians who provide assistance to those in distress at sea, or adjoining coastal regions. These citizens are advocates and guardians of fundamental human rights, whose efforts, apart from being individually viewed as being legitimately needed are, in the absence of effective and coordinated State-led SAR facilities, even more essential for those people in distress at sea. To this end, EU Member States should assess individual actions when deciding on the legitimacy of such humanitarian acts under respective domestic laws, including the laying of any potential criminal charges. Respect for well-established international rules must be maintained at all times, even if strict adherence to it may conflict with national interests, while the criminalisation of individuals acting in good faith must be avoided.

If there is extensive push for criminalisation of civil society SAR operations, then those, who direct and run them in good faith, may understandably be reluctant to continue their work in the fear of being criminalised, arrested and jailed. The EU should never forget the job NGOs have undertaken in the Mediterranean Sea and how many human lives have been saved because of them.
6. Recommendations

- EU Member States must assess each incident on a case-by-case basis through competent constabulary and judicial authorities to avoid automatically criminalising humanitarian assistance provided by individuals, and other volunteers, to those in distress at sea

- There should be a common cooperative SAR framework with collectively available maritime assets backed by meaningful solidarity among EU Member States for the protection of those in distress at sea

- The non-derogable human right to life should never be forgotten, nor weighted lesser than other interests, be they commercial or political

- Member States should never put migrants’ lives and security at risk by sending them back to States that are not safe, and where their life, and/or personal freedom could be threatened

7. Conclusion

Summing up, it can be argued that the current migrant crisis in Europe is less of a crisis about logistical capacity and policies at sea (while highlighted as inadequate, hence civil society intervention), and more a crisis and challenge of the previously accepted norms of territorial integrity which have been destabilised through the unexpected increase in migration through North-African and Eastern Mediterranean routes into Europe. In the case of North Africa, the unintended and unplanned for consequences of the 2011 military intervention in Libya led by French and UK Governments has come back to ‘bite’ Europe as a whole.

In response to the migrant crisis, the EU collectively, and some of its leaders, in an attempt to guarantee territorial control over their borders, currently act in a way that puts the lives and human rights of migrants in severe jeopardy. Alongside this, those to whom it applies, appear to have relegated all the usual responsibilities for those rescued at sea in an attempt to circumvent their legal obligations under international law to protect those in need. EU States have therefore regrettably prioritized their national interests over their international obligations, thereby further eroding the heart of the idealised unified European model that is founded on the respect for fundamental human rights and the rule of law.
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